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ABSTRACT
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Foreword
The design of school facilities should reflect the demands made. upon such facilities by

those who use them the most: the children and-their teachers. However, a melding of the
educational program and adequate facilities to house the program does not happen by
accident; it must be punned. This doctiment was prepared to help those involved in
planning good lighting facilities foi our public,schools.

The school facility in which students and teachers are involved in the learnirig process
should be attractive and comfortable, and it should be designed for the most economical use
of indoor and outdoor space. One of the most crucial design elements of a school facility is
the lighting. The utilization of solar and electrical sources of light should be kontrolled and
directed to visual tasks of learnarr so4hat-human energies will be utilized most efficiently in
the learning process. No longer we afford to waste precious sources of electrical energy
on lighting systems that make seeing difficult, Students and teachers need balanced sources
of light so that the eye can comfoitably and efficiently see the visual tasks required in our
varied educational programs.

This guide is intended to help school administrators, members of school district governing
boards, architects, and engineers objectively evaluate school lighting systems. It is
particularly important in these times to make the best possible use of energy sources while
at the same time providing a visual environmentaile highest quality possible.
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Preface . ,

..................,

The California school lightirig design and evaluation procedure described in this
publication hasprov_e.sLto be a splendid facilities planning tool because it provides à-
step-by-step design method that, when used properly, results in balanced lighting for school
facilities. The procedure also provides for a separate assessment and rating for visual
performance and visual comfort, making possible calculated options between these two
basic lighting design factors. .

This document is particulirly timely because it points out ways to provide good lighting
installations with less consumption of electrical energy. The current.national concern for the
*conservaion of energy makes it imperative that every effort possible be made to conserve
power resources and to make the energy consumed pay the highest practical dividends in
positive results. The California school lighting design and evaluation procedure makes a
significant contribution toward this goal. . .

Basically, this document is .a designing tool for engineers with specific responsibility for
illumination. Architects, sghool officials, personnel from reviewing-approving agencies, and
other laypersons in the field of illuminating engineering are not expected to be able to work
through the various steps. Their part in this lighting design and evaluation procedure is to
understand the options worked out by theengineer and to participate in the judgment and
priority-setting functions presented by the engineer. The architect, and other responsible
agents signify their understanding and,, approval of the agreed upon solution by signing the
two-page "Basic Data and Grading Fdrm for Proposed Lighting System."

This document is the direct result of the cooperative efforts of the Bureau of School'
Facilities Planning and persons from the private sector of illuminating engineering. Charles
D. Gibson, former chief of the Bureau of School Facilities Planning, conceived and

° organized the publication. Bill F. Jones and Foster K. Sampson, both professional engineers,
prepared the original document, which was published in 1973; and Mr. Jones assumed the
responsibility for updating the contents for this 1977 edition .

The contents of this document have been presented to and reviewed by national technical
organizations and committees and many individual, consulting engineers concerned with the
improvement of the visual environment in educational facilities.

We are grateful to all of those who helped with this publication,

WILLIAM D. WHITENECK
.

JACQUE T. ROSS
Oepury Superintendent Associate Superintendent: and Chief,
for Administration Division of Administrative Services

JAMES H. ORSBURN ,

Chief. Bureau of School
Facilities Planning
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Introduction
ii

The design and evaluation procedure outlined in this publiiation is based on the
'fundamental principles that were expressed in previous recommendations . at were
based on the btat current knowledge of the many related aspects of the visual enviro ent.
From time to time the emphasis has changed from fOotcandle levels to luminance ratios-and
combinations of the two. In each instance, however, the purpose was to provide design and
evaluation procedures for comfortable and adequate seeing conditions. The differences in
these previous "practices" were in the degree of emphasis placed on the many factors that
together make up the _environment. sic characteristics that provide for visual comfort
and adequacy_are the same regardless-of environment or the task to be accomplished. it
is still true that in those circumstances': which close visual work is not required, the
quantity and quality of Illuriiination are less ritical. Although of hysieal requirements of
some specialized.- classrooms are quite cliff era, the -qualities hatfmake for a visually
comfortable room remain the same, even th gh the level an, the quality of illumination
might be somewhat. different, As far, as this procedure is co cerned, the recommendations
are for typical classroom conditions where close sual v rk -it conducted over extended
periods of time.

Since the. last major revision of the . recommendations for school lighting, several
advancements have been ...made In research and lighting design- procedures. The new
procedures provide a more accurate basis for methods of evaluation. The basic principles of
comfort and adequaCy apply- today as they did in the past. It is still desirable to minimize
extremes of luminance, whether they be high or low. Also; the adequacy of lighting in terms
of levels, of illiunination is more completely underitood now that more information is
available on losses due to reflections in pencil handwriting.

- Recent research has shown that losses of visual accuracy because of extremes of
luniinande within the environment are based on average luminances and their location in
relation to the viewer rathefethan on the maximum luminance of any 1 squareinch, except
in extreme cases: Smal4beght areas apparently -do not cause any serious loss in vision or
comfOrt unless the luminance in such areas exceeds by three or four times the average room
luminance. For the, purpose of avoiding undesirable luminance differences, most 'interior
surfaces .shouldbe finished with materials of high reflectance. White ceilings with 80 percent,
reflbctance are essential. The upper wall surfacershould be white if possible. If it is desirable
to introt ICC a color,. the color should be one of hi tt; reflectance. The use of reflectances as
high as 80' percent is recommended so_ liat uppetyklls can be effectively utilized. However,
no large areas of wall at heights of less than 7' (213 m) should have reflectances exceeding
50 percent. High reflectance in Such areas provides a background that renders faces and
objects less bright. than the wall and therefore reduces visibility. It is also a potential source
of glare. Small areas of chalkboardless than 10' (3.05 m) in lengthwill create no serious
loss even if the reflectance is less than _25 percent, but this higher value is more desirable
from a coiflfort standpoint. Tackboards; unlike chalkboards, need not be of low reflectance
and should approach the .reflectance of the adjacent walls. Colors and textures should be
selected by the architect or interior designer, to produce an aestheticall! pleasing
environment. This should and can be done while maintaining reasonably high reflectances,

a..
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particularly onlarge areas. Floor materials should-have a minimum of 25 iiercent reflectance
so that wide luminance" differences ate avoided between light colored tasks on the desk and:.
the visually 'adjacent area of the floor. _

,Although this document deals basically with electric lighting systems, some of its design,
considerations also applicable to systems using daylight as the prime light source. The:
coniern for the _conservation of energy in this country has. served- to bring daylight tack as

. r potential energy source for interior lightingslesign. If "natural is used, it must Theet
the same fundamental requirements applied to electriC light source-a: .Ohjectionahle glare,
poor light distribution, and a genera_ l imbalance in the visual- environment .must be
prevented. .

Metric equivalents in parentheses are incliided in partflif the text in conformity
current practice and in anticipation of the convii_slon to the metric system in this count

alk
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Who Does What?

This section contains descriptionsof the responsibilities of the client, Bureau of School
Facilities Planning, architect; and engineer.

1
-, ,

, ,
: . "' Li

The Client 1 1 I's' : .

i...
I ..

Since the design procedure involves judgment and, exploration ofikaltemative solution-$(6-'7 . ..,:

j.4the design of the luminous environment, the ,Client, represented by the policymaking and
11 1: i ,., t!11

,

administrative officers of the educational organization for which a facility is being designed, ..'ti 1 4,; 3

I.. beconies directly involved in decision making, partictilarly in .terms of perfOrmance and t 1, . :... .1 ::i. : ; 1 ...,,,......... ----" ekpindittite. Priorities. . ,
, .. , 4, ,,

' To.ensure the use of the design and evaluation procedUre, the client shouldincorporate a
request for ,its use in the contractual or written instructions to the project architect. As the

.p design phases of the building 'Wan. progress, the architect and the consulting' rel, iniirtary,
engineer should involve' the client if the dikustions of the proposed solution or alternative

. solUtions being 'considered for lighting systems. In this role the client 'does' not need to
'- preSume any' architectural or engineering competence since the solutions undmiconsidera%

tion would be explained-to him brher in by terns. -' 1: '. -

The client should' be especially aware of the' modifiersthe factors that may improve or
reduce the quality and 'quantity of any lighting system and the characteristics that make ,-
for the bat posijble lighting system..

N

',
4 .,

0

...:, .

1. Reflectilices " . .

-' a. Ceilings should be`,:white or light colored, with a reflectance of.80 percent or higher.
b. Walls should $e' or light colored. Their reflectance should be 80 percent or

higher above g9(2.13 m) and abbut .50 percent below 7' (2.13 m): The average
refle'etance foi::the total wall-should be about 70 percent.

c. Flobri should have a minimum reflectance of 25 percent. A higher reflectance is .

very desirable, howevir..

4

2. Fixture brightness

a. In a large room the fixtures shoidd be recessed, or the ceiling and lighting system
should be designed so that the fixture brightness is not high at angles close, to the
line of sight.

:b. The brightness of the fixture should be kept low. In. a standard two by. four
fluorescent fixture; more than two tubes. will result in kiiicture brightness that is too
high.

3. Ceiling height

With a standard recessed ceiling fluorescent, fixture, a ceiling height of 12' (3.66 m) is
usually better than a ceiling height of 8' (2.44 m) since the extra height allows for (4
more wall area for reflectance and, thus; more even distribution of light; 'and (2
increased comfort since the fixtures are farther from the line of:sight. The additional
wall area may have a light reflectance of 80 percent or higher.

3
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,,, 4. Is an.A rating desirable enough to warn.nt any change in the plans or budget:, -

"By participating in the final decision-making process, thelient will become far 'better
informed about the relative values of many of the building components. The client will also
become much more involved in the total planning process and :will achieve a better
understanding of the educational and cost implications of the various-major elements of the

'
*s

a. Window treatment must be such that no direct sunlight falls on the work plane.
b. Window treatment should allow the entrance of only that daylight necessary to

achieve the lighting goals. Excess amounts of daylight cause glare and heat gain.
. ,

5. gonunifonuity of illumination (general lighting only)

a. The fixture type. selected and the layout should be compatible with the room design
and configuration. .

b. The fixturei should, be of such design and manufacture and located at a proper
height so that each fixture produces an even pattern of light within its area. t

c, The fixtures should be arranged in a pattern or array that provides. for even
distrity.ition of the total light throughout the room.

-4 Accent and `,`effect" lighting should be keit, to an absolute mini,urh.
, . N

The client's part in the final decision-making process involves understanding the
performance options being considered and the budgetary significanceOf each alternative.
During the decision-making process, questions like those in the example,beloy would be
unswered. Example. The difference between and A and a B rating for visual performance is

-sr

..-,-.. 1?5 centiper square foot of instructional area.
.

It : .
.

t.',.?,
.. 1. Does the client wish to'increase the construction budget by the 15 cent amount? ...

4/'
2. Could some other element in the *posed plan be changed in quality _or quantity to

"prod*" the 15 cents per square foot? ....

3: Could sonic element in the plans be eliminated entirely to produce the neeeed funds?

. ....
- facil

,
ity design.

. -
I
, . The Bureau of School Facilities Planning .

; , .
Educatiori Code sections 39100, 39101, and 81050r,(15301 and 15302) require the

.
DPI:lartnienebf Education to ,establish standards for school buildings.' They further require , ,

,or
the Department to review all plans and specifications for school in every district
required too submit plans and specifieations to the Department Approval. T he

.,

Department has placed responsibility for the establishment and administration of theie,
requirimeritt with,the Bureau of School Facilities Planning.:' ,.. , . , - . .

It is important to iecognire -thit the lureaU of School Facilities Planning has interpreted ...
the intent of the statute's mentioned above to mean that it shouldprepare recomme(idation, ,

that may be considered by local authorities during the planning and preliminary .phases. ,of ,
each project. Hopefully, as many of the recommendations as possible will beincorporated .- i
into each project on the Oasis of the adeqOacy qt.-each'-reeciriirnensiation:in ;peeling:the.
educational and economic needs of the local Airittliction; . ; . ,

' . t
orupon request, the staff of the Bureau of School Facilities Planning worccs directly with. - p,. ,

.,)
.

school officials, architects, and engineers to assist in the. planning of educational facilities,
'. i .-

preschool through senior high school levels. The ability of the bureau, staff to.itnake a , .4,

. , . . . . /. . - ,
*The Education Code was reorganised in 1976. First references are -to section numbers as they appear in the reorganized

code (Assembly 13111 3100, Chapter 1010, Statutes of 1976,as amended), which became effective onApril 30, 197.7.Sestion . .

'numbers in parentheses are from the 1973 code as amended. .. .' , :-
' .. ' / .

. .i
.

:
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-niganinifuLcontribiltion.xequiteljts_earlyinicettement-sbaing.ike_gianninashageAsach
Project, the development of the district master -plan, site selections, and educational
programming. The services of the bureau are available to districts even when no formal
approval is required. `4

When formal approvals are 'required, bureau staff will, following participatiot during the
planning phases, review and evaluate the data presented and approve proposed lighting
systems on the basis of.both adequate visual comfort and -performance.

Staftmernbers will also be available to assist architects, 'engineers, and schooefficials
with field-test procedure's tb be used in checking completedalighti installations.

The Architect
a.

The architect ip responsible for every phase of a building design bu ust rely on
competent assistance in riving at final design decisions fon each phase. If Sc of lighting
installations in general, 'for example, are to .be imprOved significantly, the plan g and
budgeting considerations concerning lighting systems must be given more attentio and
Must be understood by architects. This prediction, specification, and evaluation proced
can facilitate the. needed understanding if it is used properly in the planning and

, specification processes.
The architect's responsibility is to see that competent professional engineering skilli.are

applied during the planning phases of a building Project. The engineer resp.oniible for the
electrical phases of a project should ensure that visual comfort (VCP) and performance
standards (ESI) are met in the lighting deign for classrooms. VCP is the acronym for visual
comfort probability; and ESI is the acronym for equivalent sphere illuminance. The use ofr

the procedure 'given in. this document will be possible only if the architect and electrical
engineer maintain close communication during the preliminary Planning phases of the design
of 'a project since the engineer must have the information necessary to apply pertinent
modifiers, such as .surface reflectance factors, location and type of fenestration, and ceiling
heights; to any -proposed lighting system,

Tile architect need not be knowledgeable about the technical phases of the procedure,
but he or she must Understand the effect of building design modifiers that raise, or lower the
adequacy of a lighting system in terms of both visual comfort and visual performance. He or
she' also has the final responsibility-for whatever lighting. decisions are made for a project.
The architect's signature, along with that of the profeSsional engineer, on Bureau of School
Facilities Planning submittal documents attests to hisiOr her knowledge and approval of the
lighting systemselected.

The use of the design and evaluation procedure alp), s the design professions to choose
from among several possible fighting designs and make.Compromises between visual comfort
and visual performance solong as the final grade for both categories is acceptable..

The Engineer-

The consulting engineer responsible for the lighting design in any given school planning or,
modernization project represents the real key to obtaining the positive results to be gained
from the use of the California school lighting design and evaluation procedure. This
procedure basically is an engineering instrument, The other profesSionals and laypersons
involved are completely dependent in their respective roles in decisiOn making on the
information bat the ettfrieer supplies. The degree to which the engineer follows, the
outlined procedural steps conscientiously and thoroughly will .determine the success or
failure of the resultant design,

Froni the steps presented below, it is obvious that the engineer will need to'be in close
communication with both the client and the- architect from the beginning of the planning.

.

S
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Only the client can glyejhe engineer smiat'lbginforj?tkonhcouligmusaing,,,andagy t ..
the architect can provide other basic design parameters to the engineer.

The design and evaluation procedure covers in complete detail how'. the engineer
approaches and works through each step involved in the design of a' proposed lighting
system. As the engineer gains experience in the use of this design instrument, he or she will
be able to combine or bypass some of the sequential steps presented; below:

o
1. Determine the controlling conditions and the design constraints,

a. Determine the task to be used as a design base,
b. Determine the gotnetry of the-space and of the preferred lighting.

.11) 2' x 4' (0.61 m x 1.22 di) fixtures checkerboard
(2) 2` x 4' (0.61 m x 1.22 m) fixtures in rows
(3) Luminous ceiling
(4) 5! x 5' (1.52 m) ()Offers
(5) Other

c, Emphasize the following: .
(1) Visual performance .

-(2) Visual comfort
(3) Aesthetics
(4) Other

2. Set design goals. . .
,

. a. Seta goal for the visual comfort probability (VCP) rating or the relative visual
comfort (RVC) level. . .-

b. Set a goal for the equivalent sphere illuminance (ESI) level..

3., Formulate a trial system (select a promising combination of design factors).

a. Review the existing literature.
b. Formulate, on a qualitative basis, what the system apparently should be.

r ' 4.Determine the VCP rating or the RVC level.
s..

r, \ a. Select a base'svalue.
b. Determine the appliCable modifiers.
c. Compute the modifiers. e ..

d. Add the base value and modifiers to Sbtain a VCP rating or an RVC level.

5. Determine the ESI.

a. Determine the ESI rating desired.
b. Estimate or calculate a rough ESI rating.

(1) Tables for similar systems
.(2) Estimate from system characteristics

.6pCompare the determinations with the design goals.

.

7. Adopt, modify, or rcaesign the system.

8...tompute the final VCP rating or RVC level.
0 .

9. Compute, by computer, the final ESI level.

10. Fill out the basic data and grading form for the proposed lighting system.
t,

12
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Visual.Comfort Evaluation

Base Value I

After several years of study and evaluation, a procedure has been refined that takes into
account the size, .location, and luminance of ail areas in the visual environment. After a
complex series of computations, a visual comfort probability (VCP) rating can be
established that indicates the percentage of people who would be comfortable working in a
pdrticular environment. Ai originally conceived, the method of determining the VCP

-. provided fOr computations based on recessed luminaires only. However, by at extension,
luminous' ceilings may also be evaluated. In either case the computations are lengthy, and
the best \ and most 'accurate method of applying the system is by the use of a computer.
Programs\ have been established and are available in some metropolitan areas. The precise
details of the proposed system amVenvironnient must be used. These include the lighting
characteristics of the luminaire, number and configuration of .1nminaires, room size,
reflectances of all surfaces, and actual level of illutninatiofi desired. The rating derived will
be an accurate VCP value and. will require ,nO modification as far as the electric fighting

st
system is concerned. This true VCP rating is considered-as Base Value 1. Other factors within
the environment, independent of the electric lightirig; Will be described later. ThOsi factors
may Or may not modify Base Value L

Other Base Values
Q ,

When it is not feasible to obtain an Actual VCP-rating, any of three other methods may be
used to Establish a "base value," from which a modified VCP can be developed. However,
one should bear in mind (that the VCP method of evaluiting the comfort of lighting
instalfitions is the accepted method within the lighting profession. When, for convenience,
Modifications are. made tetrue VCP ratings, the result is called relative visual comfort
(RVC) to distinguish between the value established by accepted procedure and that
developed by modification of computed ,values. The other base values are based on accurate
VCP computations of comparable lighting syitems, and the resulting values correlate closely
with.a computed VCP based on the same conditions. After one of the four base'values has
been selected for use, several modifiers must be applied before the final RVC is established.
These modifierOtid their method of application are described later in this document.

Base Value II

Base Value 11 is the second moct accurate rating. It is established by the use of actual VCP
tables supplied by many manufacturers for their particular luminaires. In most cases this
information is based on spaces having reflectances of 80 percent for ceiling, 50 percent for
walls, and 20.percent for floor cavity, and for 100 footcandles (fc) (1,076 lux). The -VCP
values are tibulated_to show the different ratings for a viiiii-4/arietyOf room sizes and ceiling.

'heights. Obviously, these tables must be for the luminaire that is to be used in the proposed
design. From these tables one can select the VCP rating for the conditions that most closely
match those of the room being evaluated. 1-

.13
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Rise Value Ill

When a true VCP rating or a VCP table for the luminaire proposed for use is not available,
alternative methods of calculation can be used.. Base Value 111 applies to two basic types of
systems: direct luminaires and luminous ceilings. Recessed luminairei or surface-mounted
luminaires with less than 15 percent uplight are rated as direct luminairds. The VCP value
for direct luminaires in Table 1 is a computed base VCP value fora 30' x x 10' (9.14 m x
9.14 m is 3.05 m) room in which the effective reflectances Of the ceiling, wall, and floor
cavity are 80, 50, and 20 footlamberts (fl), respectively; the weighted average luminance (L)
of the luminaire is 320 footlamberts (1,096 cd/m2); and the level of_ illumination is 70
footcandles (753 lux). It has been found that the VCP for direct luminaires does not change
appreciably ind6 30' x 30' x-10' (9.14 m x 9.14 m x 3.05 m) room as the level of
illumination 'k varied from 70 to ISO footcandles (753 to 1,614 lux). The. method of
computing L is outlined in Appendix I.

Also included in Table 1 are the VCP ratings for luminous ceilings providing 70, 100, and
150 footcandles (753, 1,076, and 1,614 lux, respectively). These values were computed for
the same basic room conditions. As one can see, as the level of illumination is, increased
from 70 to 150 footcandles (753 O. 1,614 lux), the ceiling "luminance increases
proportionally, and the resulting VCP rating is !educed. These luMinous ceiling values apply
to totally indirect systems, wall coves, and 'diffusing luminous ceilings for the calculated
Values of illumination, with interpolation as necessary. To qualify, a system must cover at
least 80 percent of the ceiling area. If this is not the case, the fixtures are considered as
direct luminaires and rated accordingly.

_Modifiers Will be described later for those systems that do not conform to the basic
conditicins on which base 'values III and IV are established.

TABLE 1
A

Computed VCP Ratings for Direct Luminaires and Luminous Ceilings

Fixture Footcandles (lux) VCP

: :Direct luininaires . 74
Luminous ceiling 70 (753) 86
Luminous ceiling ---100 (1,076) 81

150 0 ,614) . 74

Base Value IV

The present VCP rating system does it provide for a method of rating surface-mounted
luminous-sided units with more than 15 ercent uplight or suspended luminaires. For such
luminaires extrapolations from the basic CP data have been made to prepare Base Value
IV.-(Seelable 2.) The VCP can be dete fined from the following factors:

I. Ratio of uplight downlight.frOm the luminaire f
2. Level of illuminatiOn
3. L of the luminaires

A close study of the following data shows the effect of each factor as interrelated with
the others. The Method of computing L for both surface-mounted and suspendedIuminaires
is given in Apendix 1 on page 17.,

By one of: the 'four profedures described for establishing a bas; value, any system of
electric lighting applicable to schools can be given a basic value, which is a starting point for
determining the final RVC rating.
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TABLE 2
Extrapolated VCP Ratings for Surface - Mounted Luminous Sided Units with More Than

15 Percent Uplight and Suspended L.:m[114km

70 fc (753 lx) 100 fc (1,0761x) '150 fc (1,6141X)

17, t 1 .

Up/down
distribution

200 II
(6£0*

320 fl
(1,096)

440 fl
(1,507)

20011
(685)

320 fl
(1,096)

440 II
(1,507)

200 fl
(685)

32011
(1,696)

440 fl
(1,/07)

100/0 86 86 86 81 Si 81 74 74 74

80/20 .85 83 81 81 79 77 76 74 72

60/40 84 80 77 81 77 74 77 74 71

40/60 84 78 74 82 76 72 78. 74 70

20/80 83 76 71 82 75 70 79 '.. 74 69

0/100 82 74 68 82 74 68 80 74 68

NOTE: Interpolate is required for E and footcandles:

'Numbers in parentheses are candelas per squire metre (m2).

Modifiers
The modifiers described below are applicable to one or more of the base values. A"

checklist that shows the base values to which each modifier shall be applied is provided .on
page 13.

. Modifier fWall Reflectance

Modifier I is the variation from the standard wall reflectances used 'in the basic
calculations. (See Table 3.) The method by which the wall reflectances given below were
established is *scribed in Appendix II on page 19.

TABLE 3

Values for Modifier IWall Reflectance

Percent of wall reflectance. - Modifier

70*
60
50
40
30
20
10

+3
+2
0

1
3
57

'Achieved by high upper wall reflectance only.

9

Modifier IIdoor Cavity Reasectance

Vidor cavity reflectances vary depending on the reflectance of the floor covering and the
side walls below thistandard 30" (7.62 cm) table height that is accepted for design purposes
as normal for, all schoolrooms, It is clear from the data in Table kihat the floor reflectance
is very important in maintaining an acceptable comfort rating.

. 3-76773'
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-.I. TABLE 4

Values for Modifier 11floor Cavity Reflectance

Percent of floor cavity reflectance. Modifier

30
20
10

+3
0

4-3

Modifier 111Room Size
.

The loss of comfort due to increasing the room size fro 30' x 30' x 10' (9.14 m x 9.14
m x 3.05 ml to 60' x 60' x-10' (18.29 m x 18.29 m x 3.05 m) can be providedfor through
application of ModifierIII. (See Table 5.) In the larger room more luminaires are in view,
and the comfort rating is lower. , c i

.

TABLE S. -

..,. Value for Modifier 111Room Stu

.,

Room size Modifier

60' x 60' (18.29 in x 0.29 m) 3

Modifier N Ceiling Height

. , The comfort rating of all "systems changes slightly depending on'the ceiling height. (See
Table 6.)

L

TABLE 6

Valuer, for Modifier 1VCeiling Height

Ceiling height, in feet (and metres) Modifier

8 (2.44)
10 (3.05)
12 (3.66)

--i
0

+1

Modifier VWeighted Average Luminance (t)

'IT The last of the modifiers that applies to the electric lighting systdm is Modifier V, which
pertains to the weighted average luMinance (L) of the luminaires being proposed. For base

. .. values I, II, and IV, actual luminances were consideredHowever, Base Value III was
established for L of 320 fl (1,096 cd/m2). Moilifieri must be applied if the proposed units
are different. In this case Modifier V 'is established as follows:

, Modifier V
320 fl t L (I.096 cc(,JL)ri2 r

20 ( 68.5 )

For example, if the .luminaiietircttlatiOn-tas an-1: -of-204 footlaniberts,the modifier
would be 320 fl 200 fl + 20 ---, +6. From this, one can see that the luminaire plays alarge
part in the visual comfort of any system. Any L in excess of 320 footlamberts (1,096
cd/m2) will result in a negative modifier: (See Table 7,) Thig modifier should not be applied
to luminous ceiling values in Base Value III or luminaires in Base Value IV because, these
values were deterinined on the basis of the luminance.

r
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TABLE 7
Values for Modifier V

Weighted Average Luminance (I)

I in footlamberts Modifier

200 +6
240 +4
280 +2
320
360

02 S

400 4
440 6

Modifier VI-Excess Wall Luminance

For the VCP and RVC ratings described previously, the..,sources of high brightness are
lumina' es installed in or on or suspended from the ceiling. The ratings are based on the
overall' VCP concept, which takes into account luminance, size, and location. No procedure
has been suggetted for taking into account high luminances on the walls. The recommenda-
tions given below are based on res6rch and experience,

There is, ample evidence" of measurable losses in yisual accuracy because of transient
adaptation when the luininance of a large area exceeds five times task luminance. Inasmuch
of potentiak.sources of high luminance on the walls are often immediately adjacent _to a
visual task and may be in or near the line of sight for an extended period of time, it is
recommended that areas greater than 1 square foot (0.09 m2) be limited to five times task
luminance. The possibility of an extreme case can be avoided by imposing a limitation of
ten times- task luminance for, any area Or 1 square inch (6.45, cml ) or larger for all wall
surfaces.

In the determination of the area of surfaces in which the luminance is higher than task
luminance, an area that is less than 3" (7.62 cm) in its smallest dimension need not' be
included in the case of the I square foot (0.09 m2) limitation for five times task ,luminance.
This narrow band of luminance must not exceed the, limitations for areas, of I square inch
(6.45 cml ) or larger. if surfaces on "walls exceed these- limitations, a two-point negative,
modifier must be applied for each full number multiplier in excess of the limitation. (See
Table 8.) For example, a source greater than I square foot (0.09 m2) in area, which is seven
times task luminance, would call for a four -point negative modifier, two points each for the
two whole numbers over 5:Obviously,, areas of high luminance that are larger in size than
those mentioned will create poorer conditions and should be further penalized. However, no
additional negative modifiers are included at this time.

TABLE 8

Values for Modifier VIExcess Wall uminance

Excess wall luminance Modifier

Over 1 square root (0.09 m2)
Over 1 square inch (6.45 cm2)

2 per whole number over 5
2 per whole number over 10

Modifier WIWindow Luminance

--7Th-eiy-ttem-of evaluating for_comfort has been, to this point,.directed specifically at the
electric lighting system and room reflectances. Other potential sources of glare are the
windows. Their luminance,, large area, and extremely important location, often in the direct

1 7
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line of sight of, many or all students, make them a major factor for consideration. The
principles that determine comfort apply to daylight as well as to electric light sources, and
for this reason the maximum luminance of any area viewed through a window is limited to
five times task luminance. The methods of luminance control are dependent on the
circumstances v.i the specific locations;' and the desired result might be achieved by
well-placed trees, fixed shielding devices, or low-transmission glass. If adjustable shielding
devices are used,for window light and glare control, they must be mechanically controlled so
that4hey do not expose the sky brightness to the students. If this is not the case, and the
devicei are capable of ping improperly adjtisted, the sky brightness of 2,000 foodamberts
(6,850 cd/m2) shall be used as an average. In all cases an additional .two -point negative
modifier must be included,if no provision is made-to exclude direct sunlight from the room
during normal daytime school hours. (See Table 9.) The glare created within a classroom by'
direct. sunlight, even thiough _low-transmission glass, is intolerable, and every effort must be
made to prevent it.

TABLE 9

Values for Modifier VIMWindow Luminance

Window conditions Modifier

Luminance limit, over 1 square foot (0.09m2)
Direct,sunlight into the room ')

2 per whole number over 52
).

Modifier VIII Nonuniformity of Illumination

One other lighting system characteristic that if of importance in classrooms is the
uniformity of the illumination level. Since task luminance isa factor in both visual comfort
and visual performance, it is important that the illumination, level not vary greatly
throughout the seating area of the room.

If the "task luminance at the point in the room with the lowest level of illumination is less
than 70 percent of its value at the point where the visual comfort is calculated, one can

-.-expect . that both visual comfort and transitional adaptive effects will be measurably affected
because of the lower luminance at that location. Research indicates That changes in visual
comfort as .high ,as 6'percent can be expected with ,a drop to 70 percent of the average
'Humiliation. Thergfore, any variation in excess of this value should be penalized. A modifier
of 3 is to be added to the RVC computation if the illumination at the lowest point in the
normal seating area (anywhere more than 4' (1.22 m) from the walls) is less than 70 percent
of the average. (See Table 10.) These values can be calculated as described in Appendix III
on page 20.

.:. ,.

TABLE 10

Value Pit Modifier VIII Nonuniformity 5of Illumination...............
Nonuniformity of illumination Modifier

Minimum illumination less than 70 percent of average illumination 3
3:

Modifier IXMaximumtoAverage Luminance Ratio .

Luminaires should have a maximum-to-average luminance ratio not to exceed 5:1,at
angles of 45°, 55°, 65 °, 754, and 85° from nadir. If the luminaire exceeds this ratio, a
modifier of 1 shall be added to the base values for each of the above angles at which this
ratio is exceeded. (See Table 11.)

13
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TABLE 11

Value for Modifier IXMaxiniumtoMinimum Ratio

Luminana ratio Mali-ter

-Exceeds 5:1 luminance ratio at angles of 45°, 55°, 65°, 75°,and 85° from nadir 1

Summary e.
.

The system of RVC calculation can be summarized as follows< A base value is obtained
and then adjusted by modifiers that account for variations from the base conditions. Chart -1
is a checklist of the nine modifiers. It indicates the base values to which each must be
applied if such modification is required by the Concept being evaluated. :

Step-by-step explanations of how to determine the final RVC ratings from the four base
values and the nine modifiers are included in Appendix IV.

. .. .

,
. 'CHART 1

Modifier Checklist -'

4..

s

Modifier.
..."

Quality

Base valubs

,. II . HI I IV

I

II

III

.1V

V

in
V11

VIII
.: IX

Wall reflectance

cavity
-.

Floor cavity reflectance

Rodm size ,

Ceiling height

I (weighted average luminance)

Excess wall luminance '
Window luminance

Nonuniformity of illuritination

Maximinn-toaverage ratio

X.

x
x

- I

x
x
i
x

x
x
x

:X
X*

x
x
x
x

X
3

X

X

X

X

X

X

*Does not apply to luminous ceilings in Base Value lit.

l
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Field Evaluation
Because of the complexity of the variations in the luminous environment, no meters are

available to measure visual'comfort directly. For this reason a procedure. has been developed
for use-in determining compliance between the suggested design and the completed project.
This procedure is described in Appendix V. -

The many interrelated factors that affect visual comfort make it most difficult to evaluate
-accurately each element o_f_tlx.visual_environment. The recommendations in this document
provide reasonable values-based on accepted practices and basic research: The desired result
is a visual environment in which there -are no excessive luminances; that is, no luminances
that' are excessively 'higher or lower -than that of the task. One must Apply good judgment
and reason in.making an evaluation, if this is. done honestly, with the design goals _kept in
view, Ahi rating will be sound. 3f, on the other "hand, every poin of the evaluation is ...

stretched to its ultimate and every lOo-phole is used to its greatest advantage, the results may .
_

.
be unfortunate. .

.. . _, A major advantage of the procedure is that it requires the engineer and architect to work
together during the deiign stage2to mike decisions and recognize their ultimate effect. The
procedure' allows credit for chiracteristict that are better. than normal to provide a
better-than=avirage'envizonment or to compensate for any negative aspects. In any case, the ..
ovgrall effect of the many'deciiions can be eviltiated durhig the design eriod'_and can be
confirmed when the project is completed. 4

.
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Visual Performance Evaluation $4t

The required levels of illumination for visual accuracy depend on the size of the task and
the apparent contrast within the task: A Well-printed book, an original document typed with
a good ribbon, and ink handwriting all require less than two footcandles (21.5 lux) to be
seen with the same visual accuracy that would require 133 footcandles (1,431 lux) for a
fifth copy' typed carbon, or 589 footcandles (6,338 lux) for a poor quality thermal
reproduction. Pencil handwriting has been generally accepted as a standard for the determi-
nation of classroom lighting requirements, and the level of illumination recommended for
reading pencil handwriting is 70 footcandles (753 lux).of sphere quality

*Sphere quality illumination, or ESI footcandles, pertains to .the degree to which light. is
provided to thelasli equally ftom all directions, as though the task were placed in the center
of a uniformly lighted sphere. This specificationls essential for,pencil handwriting because
the specular quality of the .graphite line on paper is-such that the contrast between the line

4 'I.anu its backgrou'nd Changes radically; under~-differentlighting.systems. In extreme cases
where there is a higher concentration of light to the task from the aiticaearea overhead and
in front of the viewer, the pencil line appears brighter than the paper: in cases where most
Of the light to the task comes from lowangtes, from the sides and rather than from
overhead, the contrast in the pencil, task' appears greater. Consequently, fewer footcandles
would be required from a system that trovideslight in this.rnanner.:_ _ _

The findings from recent studies in -many Classrooms indicate the extreme importance of
lighting quality and its relationship to lighting levels. Fot.exainPle, in one rood thcactual-
level of illumination,on the task was 135 footcandles (1,453'. lux), but the..quality of
illumination was only 18.3 -ES! foofcandles. At the other extreme, iroomitkwhich the level
of illumination- was only 16 footcandles (1721*) had a-sphere quality illumination of, 29.9

'..footcandles. In neither case did the illumination approach the '70 ESI footcatidies (753 lux)
-recommended for classrooms.

Contrast is dependent upon the distribution -of light flux within the room,-the amount of
and the direction_s from which the flux falls on the task.- -For typical classtooin tasks..

illumination from an area directly in front of the task causes reflections that-pbscure, or
"veil," one's vision and make the task difficult to see:Illumination frOM othetareas within
the ,room is much more effective in increasing or maintaining the-task contrast 'Effective
'system deSign for yisual performance, therefore, involves reducing or-eliminating flux.from.
the area; directly in -front of the task by controlling the location 'of luminaires, -the
distribution of light from them,:br the quiiity of the light (polarization) itself. Attention to
thesa.characteristics itnakes, it possible to estimate the effectiveness of a system prior to

.- making an atctirate determination by computer. Statectsimoly, it is important to get as _

rnbch of the illumination as, possible. to a point froin sources that do not cause veiling
refle4ices.

Recenstudies of classroom lighting systems Rave aisO shown that many installations
meet all oftl* comfoit requirements but that few provide adequate sphere ;quality- _

Careful study. otithe baiic_concepts of light distribution; luminaire spvitica-
Aion;-ratid,,,placemnt-iR the room must 'be Made to provide the required combination of
co;11141,atill perfOrriiinde.

0.21
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.
Under unusual circumstances a system may be designed that will have a contrast rendition

factor greater than 1.00, 'providing an ESI rating that is higher than -the conventional
footcandle level. In consideration of the many visual tasks perform;d in classrooms, other
than 'ESI-sensitive 'tasks, it is 'recommended that the average illuminahon level for
general-lighting systems be at least 50 footcandles (538 lux), regardless of the ESI rating.

Particularly for cases in which task-oriented lighting is used, it is possible to design
systems a, very high contrast rendition* factor (CRF). The validity of the-flux-contrast
system is*suspea in such cases, however. Therefore, -if the ESI exceeds the illumination level
by 50 percent or more, its validity shOuldbe questioned. .4

In conclusion, thespecific values established for the VCP or RVC ratings and the methods
of determining ESI make possible the conduct of a preliminary visual evaluation. (See tables
12 inc113.) Because of the completely different factors that affect comfort and the qualities
that provide for accurate seeing, comfort and performance must b_ e considered.separately
and must be recognized to be of equal importance.

.

1 TABLE 12

s.

TABLE 13

Comfort Grading Scale Performance Grading Scale

VCP or-RVC rating Grade 'ESI rating Grade

-85 or More - A _ .55 or more: - A
.75 to 84 B- 45 to14 B
65 to74 C 31 to 44 C
55 to 64 D 25 to .34 D
Less than 55 F Less than 25 F

Alternative Visual PerforMance Design: Task - Oriented Classroom Lighting Systems
t The Brireau Of School Facilities harming encourages the use of lighting systerristhat

provide high levels of visual performance while using as little energy as possible. In such
casei-system designs' that produce lighting oriented to the task position may be utilized in
place of general lighting. Designers who wish to use such a system shoilld work closely with
the staff of the Bureau of School 'Facilities Planning. The following are the characteristi&
recommended fora complete task-orientdri system:

1. The system should be capable ,of producing an ESI. rating of at least SD forspecitic
areas within the classroom. The remainder of the area should have a minimum
(non -ESI) footcandle level of 30.

2. The systern should be capable of producing, in a specific viewing direction, an ESI,
rating of at least 50 over an area at least 4'(1.22 m) square. . - 0

3. The system should be,capable of producing simultaneously not less than one such aria
for each 100 square feet of room area.

4. The system should be capable of perfoiming as described above at any point, within
.the classroom, that Es more than 3' (0.09 m) from the walls.

5. The system should !nee; all of the visual comfort evaluation requirements except those
for nonuniformity of illumination (Modifier VIII).

6. The system should be such that one person can change the configuration to another.
configuratioo,

22
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Appendix I

Calculation of -L
t(the weighted average luminance of a luminaire) Will, in most eases, be available from the luminaire

manufacturer: if not, it can be.computed, by one of.the following methods, on the work sheet on page 27.

1. Average luminances of the luminaire available:

a. Determine the luminaire average, luminances in the column labeled "Average L(ft1)."
b Multiply the average luminancei by the valuesin the column-labeled "T."
c. Add the values from the MX T" column. The sum is- theta.
d. Compute the flux ratio test as shown at the bottom of,theworp. teet,, and correct E.

2. Candlepower distribution of theluminaire in three planes available:

Calculate the average luminance of the luminaire at each angle t-y means of the following equation:

L footlimberti = 452 1 (Lcd /ma = L.)
Ap AP

footlarnberts ccum.a) is the average luminance in foottamberts (cd/rn2),"1 is the candlepower of
the luminaire atthe given angle, and Ap lithe projected area of the luminairein square inches(square
metres). The calculation is done as follows:

(1) For all recessed lutnincires-with"flat or regressed panels, Ap = L X-W X cos 0 , where L is the
length., W is the width, and 0 equals the angle from nadir:

(2) For all recessed luminaires with drop pallets and all surface luminaires with less than 15
percent uptight, Ap = L X Wp, where Wp is the projected width of the luminaire only, at
the ankle being measured.

(3) For all luminaires with more than 115 percent uptight, surface-mounted or suspended less
than 3 r(7.62 cm), Ap =X X Wp, where Wp is the projected width of the luminaire plus the .

' ceiling directly above the luminaire of 150 fl (514 cd/m2) or more. In Juminance. In this
case photometric data must be ay:rabble foilhe luminaire.

(4) For all luminaires suspended more than 3" (7.62 cm) from the ceiling, calculate the same as
for (2) above.

Note that, in general, t will be the same foe transverse and parallel viewing directions. The higher of,
'the two -values should ngrmally be used to allow for viewing in-any direction. Note also that all
calculations must be made for initial conditions.

. A complete discussion of t and its associated system may be found In the Journal of the
Illuminating Eniineeting Society, April, 1972, page:256 ff.; and October, 1973, page 31 ff."

.

Example

A luminaire is td be used whose luminances are.as shOwn In Figure 1 on page 28 and whose 0-6e and .-
60-90° fluxes frbm photometric data are 4,485 and 1,513, respectively. The weighted average luminance,
L, is,to be determined for the crosswise viewing direction. .

The-luminances are read from,the curves and entered on the work 'sheet on -page 27. These values are
multiplied by the multipliers (1) and summed to obtainthe L; Which in thiS case is 400D.

The correction factor 0 (flux) is obtained front Table 14, :`;correction Factor 0Table forObtaining
When Ratio B Is Less Than 4 and Greater Than 10," after deterniqation of the flux ratio B:

0

Flux 0-60 4,4850 B 2.96
Flux 60-90 1,513

The correction factor is found to be 1.38. The corrected value for 1, then, is:'

T. con. = 1.38 i 400 =.. 552. .

r. 3I
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Appendix H

I it'

1.,

Averaging of Wan Reflectances
. . ..

_ #. .. .

.The usual assumption of uniform wall reflectance will nearly always be inadequate. In most cases it will : ,

be necessary to know the average reflectance of all wall surfaces taken together. To determine this, first . .

multiply the area of each wall surfaCe by its reflectance. Then add the surface areas, and divide by the area ., I

of the wallr-----#
pay = Al pli: A2.0 + An pn .,.

..- Aw
1 , ! ;

1

For example, suppose one wall of a classroom 30' (9.14 m) long with 714! (2.29 in) from work plane to
ceiling cavity plane contains two chalkboards-witha reflectance of 12 percent and in area of 60 square feet
15A7nt2) and one tackboaid with a reflectance of 40 percent and an area of 41 square reek (3.11 m2).
Suppose, too, that the remainder of the wall is pairited so that it base 65 percentleflectance. Thus:

-#

Chalkboards: 0.12 )i 60= 7.2 - I. .

Tackboard: 0.40 X 40= 16.0
f. Wall: 0.65'?( l25 = 81.25 I

A x p' - = 104.45
- . .

i. 104.45
= 0.464 = 46.4 percent

Pay 225
. ..

If the other three walls have average reflectances of 38.2 percent, 57.5 percent, and 34.6 percent, tfle
'P average.of all walls is: .

pay.= 38.2 + 57.5 .t 34.6 -+ 46.4 = 44.2percent

4 ..-/
Windows are not counted in determining average wall reflectance since their effect is variable and is

accounted for in Modifier VII.,. 4 1'. .

t-
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in4. Divide the illumation.at the low point by the average illumination. If the figure thus obtained is less

tha
.

n0.70, ',deduct, three, points from ilia base values as shown for Modifier VIII on page 12, or revise ,.,,
fhe systeth to improve the nniforniity.-

1..... . .. .
If the luminaires do not at, any point exceed- the rated spacing-to- mounting height ratio for the
luininaire involved, it may be assumed that the system meets the 0.70 zninimum4o-average criterion,
and no computations need be *made: .

.

,.
r

r .

,

.-.

-Appendix III

_Calculation ipf thciiTo-imity of Illumination
The degree of uniformity of illumination can be calculated as follows:

,I N.

1. Select the point of Jowat illumination in the seating area. This point can usually be setected by
inspection of the design plan.

2. Calctilate the illumination at thia,point by any applicable standard method.

3. Calculate the average illumination by the standard zonakavitirnethod.

,
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"Appendix IV

Calculation of RVC
-

e

The relative visual comfort, orAVC, is related to the visual Comfort probability (VCP). Ira VCP Or the
specific conditions of the installation is available, it shorild'be used in preference to calculating an adjusted
base value from bases II, III, or IV, which will be similar to the VCP but not necessarily identical in value.

There are four methods of obtaining a base value fora given installation. They are described below in the
order of their accu-acy with respect to the VCP. The most accurateis described first.

Obtain a VCP for the exact conditions of the installation (iase Value I). This may be obtained by
means cif available computer services or may be calculated by hand (See Illuminating Engineering,
October,-.1966, pp. 634 and 643).

2. Select a VCP value for standard conditions (usually 80 percent ceiling, 50 percent walls, and 20
percent floor cavity, 100 footcandies 11,076 lux]) from a table for the luridnaire used (Based Value

#.7.

3.%Obtairi a Base Value III as follows:

a. For all recessed or surface:mounted,units with leskthan 15 percent uplight,se the . "direct unit"
value. . .

For totallyindirect, cbve; and diffusing luininous ceiling systems, use the "luminous ceiling" value
for the calculated illumination level, interpolating as necessary. To qualify, the system must cover

---al.,least-80-pegent-Ofahe-ceiling.. a rea..1fah...coverage Isiess
luminance when viewed at94S° is more than two times the luminance of the same area viewed at
75°, treat the system as an individual fixture sIrstem as in the first method described alcove. .

4. Obtain a Base Value. IV as follows (use Base Value IV for all pendant systems r surfacemounted
systems with more than 15. percent uplight):

a. Calculate Z for the lumink;re in the parallel 'and transverse directions. Use the higher T. oc those
determined. Use the procedure given in Appendix land the data from the work sheet to calculate

-

'b. Select the 116 in the table nearest the fixture uplight/downlight distribution, and determine the
base value for the illumination level and Iwninatre 1~ to be used, interpolating as necessary.

After deterniining the 1initial base value by one of the four methods described above, establish the
applicable modifiers as shoWn on the checklist on page 13, and add the values to the base value. The final
RVC may be highetor lower than the original base value, depending on the total effector the modifiers.

. -

. # Example 1 ,, I .<

In a proposed system 25c 4' (0.4 m x 1.22 m) recessed luminaires viith lowbkightness lenses are to be
. used in a 30' x 30' room' with i id ceiling (9.14 m x 9.14 m i3.05 m). The reflectances are to be 80.

percent on the ceiling, SO percent On the walls, and 20 percent from the floor cavity. TO level 'of It
illumination will be 100 footcandles, and from the published; tables provided by thimanufacturer, the VCP %
is found tobe 74. . ' , , ( 4 .

The room size, reflectances, and level of illumination ale the same as those on which the VCP table is
,-;;Ibased; consequently, the first five modifiers do not appy.

#
-

.

a. TheNCP rating provided by the manufacturer is
40. . 74

° b. Modifies. VP There will be no excessive Wall luminances; therefore, modifier VI is . . . .

.. c. lekidifierVII: Ile north-facing- windows arelo_have glass with a $0 percent transmission.
The sky' bllghtness seen-thrlugii the windows will be 1,000 footlamberts, the task
brightness will be.70ootlamberts, and the window-totask luminance ratio is 14.3:1 . The

. ,z

' . .



addend, as described in Modifier V11, is a negative two points for each full multiplier over
five, which means 2 X (14.3-5) or ,, 19

d. The minimum level of illumination with the proposed -spacing of luminaires will be less,
than 70 permit of the average. The modifier for this circumstance is , 3

. e. The manufacturer's photometric data show that the maximum luminance at 41* is six
times the average at that angle. In accordance with Modifier IX. this jequires an addend of 1

Thus, the It.VC rating is SI, and the grade is F. -:, 5I

.- Example 2
.

,. ..
, In a proposed system surfacemounted luminaires. with 10 percent uplight are to be installed in 60' x

, 60' roams with 12cellings (1829 m*18.29 m x 3.66 m). The ceiling is white with 80 percent reCutance;
the average reflectance of fOur walls is 60 percentand the floor cavity reflectance is 23 percent. The

!, iliumination"level will be 1 0 footcandles. The L has been computed to be 380' footlamberts. The VCP for
i surface-mounted luminaires is taken from Base Value III, direct luminaires, and is found to be 74.

,

74
1

a. The yci) is - .
t, - .

b. Modifier 1(60 percent wall reflectante) is , , . , + 2
c. Modifier I1(23 percent. floor 'cavity reflectance) is , -, -4- 1

d., Modifier 11I (60' x 60' C18.29 m x 18.29 ml room) is . ; 3 -

e. ModifieIV (1213.66 mj ceilings) is ,,, -. , +A
f. Modifier V (320 -- 380) is , ,, , ... 3

. 20 . .*

g. Modifier VI (?xcess wall luminance) is .; 0
1. Low-transmission glass provideo direct glare control, but sunlight enters the west rooms.

Modifier V11 i's . .. . ' ; , .: 2
i. The minimum level is More'than- 70 percent of the averagechladifiei VIII is -: .. 0

---!--------73"." The maximum luminances at all angles of 'viewing are less than five times the average.
Modifier IX is . . . , 0. _

Tile RVC rating is°70, and the grade is C.-,- -t; 70..,.
4

.. example 3 .
. .

Semi.indirect luminairis with60 percent uplight and40 percent downlight are to be mounted 8' (2.44 m)
..

above the floor in 30'x 30' x 12' (9.14 m x 9.14 in, x' 3.66 m) rooms. The ceiling reflectance is 80
percent,' the average wall reflectance is 40 percent, and the floor cavity reflectance is 30 pert t. The level
of illumination-is to.be 90 footcandles, and the Lhas been computed to be 450 footlamberts.

t The base value is taken from Base Value 1V, and by means of interpolation for-90 footcandle the-value
. is found to be 75. (No reduction is made for the slight difference between 140 L and 450 L.) i

a. The VCP-is
t:

1 1. -
'b- Modifier 1(40 percent wall reflectance) is o , .
--,;.*Modifier 11(30 percent floor cavity reflectance) is ,.
11: Modifier Ill (room size)-is
i: Modifier 1V (Ceilin height) is
f. t hisleen included in Base ValuelV value. Modifier V is therefore.
g °differ V1 (excess wall brightness) is . --. , .
ri: The dows are glazed With low-transmission glass, and the roof -overhangs provide

shield iiificim direct siinligh Mndifief VII is 0
i: Mohi rer VIII (honuniformity ff. Illumination) is .. . :. , t 0

The,RVC ratkpg is 78, and the grade is B. I 78

7S
1

+3
0

+1

6

From the three examples one can see that each of the modified has a definite bearing on the overall
quality of the proposed lighting systenis. In each case the requirements for raising the evaluation score are

. evident.

It
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Appendix' V

Field Evaluation of _vcp or RVC
No instrumentation is currently available for making a visual comfort evaluation in the field. However,it

is possible to measure the parameters and compire them to those used in the design. This. approach is
particularly appropriate when changes from the design have been made; for example, a subititute luminaire
has been`used or a carpet of a different color and a different reflectance has been furnished.

Since measurement of luminaireaverage btightness, or L, is not practical in the field, it is suggested that
' the luminaire used in the installation be compared with its description In the photometric data report,
particularly with respect to the type of light control panel, tat Vimensions, and finishis. A further
check can be made by measuring the maximum luminance, at so reported in the photometric data
and competing this value.with, the reported one. Should the measured luminance be:substantially higher
thin that reported in the data, one may assume that the luminaire is not as described In the data. Such
measurements must be conCludred with care, particularly, h the area `received'bit the meter, which must
be 1.square inch (6.45 em2). It should alio. be noted that the luminaire luminance will be increased by
reflection from the room surfaces. While for lensed luminaires this will no normally result in an appreciable .

percentage increase, in the case of diffusing unitsparticularly those orlow average luminancethe bottom
,panel luminance may be increased significantly. This increase must- not be taken as in indicatioii. of
rioncoriforrqity with the specifications. Its magnitude will usually be approximately equal to, the floor
luminance, which may be subtracted from the luminaire value to find the true luminance. Alternative:,-,in
'the case of a recessed system, the ceiling halfway between the fixtures may be Measured and this value
subtracted from the luminaire reading. As an alternative, the fixture being tested may be turned off, and its
'luminance from only refletted light can be measured.

,Reflectance measurements in the field are mostreadily made by comparing the. luminance of the surface
to bemeastired. to that of a sample of known, reflectance held at the same point. The luminance readings are
then pioportional to. the reflectances, Cite should be taken that such measurements-are not midi et angles
at which light may be reflected semispecularly frOm the surface. 1..,t'ta,"' f.

'

.
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Appendix VI

talculations of ESI-
The ESI rating shall be that value that is ptovided by the lighting system for the standard school task

(pencil handwriting), viewed at an angle of 25°, on 85 petcent of the wotk area at tandom viewing
directions. The statistical tolerance level shall be 99 percent.

The ESI rating shall be calculated, in accordance with the tecomnindations of the Illuminating
Engineeiing Society in its Recommended Practice for thet Specification of an ESI Rating in Interior Spaces
When Specific ,Task Locations Are Unknown. The procedure for calculation is as follows:

.1. Select a -typical classroom. T 's should be the room that is most common in size and shape.'" the
area of the room exceeds square feet.(83,61 m2), action this size or smaller, divided along
logical partitioning lines, all be used..

2:'DeterminFa computed° al grid in accordance with 'the guidelines in Recommended Practice for the
Specification of an ESI Rating in littelior Spaces When Specific, Task Locations Are Unknown. Note
that the spacing of the grid points must not exceed onefifih of'the distance front the work plane to
the luminaire (or the ceiling if.thsceiling,is the light soutce), It is recommended that a spacing of"'
(0:30 m) be used. The compialtionakgrid mq tt cover all portions of the classroom atea that ate 3`-
(0.9) .m) or more from the4.ily ot extreiVAIN-A the area. Small irtegularities of the wall may be
ignored, Lo

.43"
d 1.40.

3. Calculate the ES1 values for all pointkip tie grid for four otthogonal lateral viewing directions
(north, south, east, and west, for example). Note that if the system is bilatetally symmetrical, only
half of the points need be computed; if it is quadrilatemlly symmetrical, only one-fourth need be
computed.

4. Determine the ESI value attained ot exceeded mfer'85 percent of the grid. This value is the ESI rating
for the.installation. Note that since all points on the grid are compiled, the statistical toleriace level
is automatically 99 percent. The random sampling procedure Recommender/ Practialv for the
Specification ohm ESI Ratint in Interior Spaces When Specific Tasi4Locations Are Unknown may be
used in this determination if a system is completely asymmetrical and thus requites an excessive
number or computations. In this case-the statistical tolerance level must be at least 95 percent, ..

For schools that are planned, for daylight use only, the "contribution" of,the daylighting system to the
ESI requirethent may 4, included. Calculatiorit should be based on the common -worst daylighting
conditions for the.particular.location and orientation of the classroom, Computet programs for this
computation are cutrently being developed. The use of daylighting to provide as much as possible of the
required illumination, commensurate- with heat-gain/loss requirements, is strongly reixinsmetideit.-Switching
shoild be utilized'to supplement daylight when necessary and to provide for rate&conditions doing night

ProiridiriLlighting systems with different ratinp for day use and night use may be desirable in some
instances.

Example

A-room-is-30' x30with-a-ceiling-height-of9',-(9:14-m-x-9:14-m x2:1-5 m) The ceiling-reflettanre is 80
percent, the wall reflectance is 50 percent, and the floor cavity reflectance is 20 percent. The luminaires are
2' x 4' (0,61 m x 1.22 ni) fluorescent recessed, two lamps each, equipped with panels designed for. the

_production of hIgh ESL The huninalres are 20 in number, arranged 6' x 8' (1.83 nix 2.44 m) on centers.

The .computatiOnal grid ivaciected to begin 3' (0.91 ,m) from the wall on all sides. Since the room is
quadrilaterally symmetticai, calculations are carried out for only onc-fOurth of the room, at the ccntcr of
each I square foot (0.02 m2) of area.

24

30
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25

. ..

ESI and footcindie valves are given in the computer readout for each location and for all four viewing
directions. The computer then determines that the ESI is equaled or exceeded 'at percentages of the
computed points from70 percent to 99 percent and tabulates them. The tabulation shows that the ESI
rating for 85 percent of the work stations is 44. The grade is therefore a very high C. The use of a higher
lumen lamp or a more efficient luminaire of some other modification could improve the system enough to
warrant ratingit, in the B category,

V
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Appendix' V!!

Measurement of ESI
One method* of measuring ESI for -the pencil task and 25° viewing angle is by the use of a visual task

photometer. Two other instrumentsone visual and one photoelectriccan also be used. However, neither
of the two instruments is Currently being produced commercially, and the use of a visual task photometeris
generally Imprictical..

In place or direct measurement, the following procedure may be used for verifying the attainment of
calculated performances. The only instrument required is an illumination meter. This meter should be
accurate within plus or minus 5 percent and linear within 2 percent. A blear scalemeter is desirable -The
meter must be accurately cosine corrected.

1. Verify that thp geometry of thessystem Is as determined in the computations. The locations and
dimensions of the luminaires, the room dimensions, and the reflectances maybe determined either
visually or by means of a simple measurement.

Z Verify that the luminal{e charictedstics are as reported. Essentiilly, this consists orverifying.thpt the
luminalies actually Used on the job are those for which the computations were made.

3 Measure the illumination at several of the calculated points. If the illumination is as calculated and
"the verifications described in steps 1' been made, the actual ESI should be about the same

as the calculated ESI.

e

1.

1.

e"
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1.4c.
Aptendix VIII

Additional Technical Data
Work Sheet for Computing l.

(Data are for Luminaire XYZ viewed crosswise.)

Angle from nadir in degrees ' Averap

Viewing 85. 250
direction 80 305

75 355
.70' 390

65 420
60 435
55 440
50 .445
45 445
40 440

Diagonal 85 -'305
80
75 415
70

1
455

65 480
60 490
55 485

: 50 480
.4 45, 475

40 470

-10
900 to 80 380

rY
viewing. 75 . 440

..direction 70 475
55 495

Flux ratio test:

Flux' 0-60 4,485 :
Flux 60-90

If less than 4.0 or greater tit* 10,
multiply t... (actor 0 = 2.34 (B--48.

:0=1.38

I'.

0.0375,
0.1080

9.4
33.0

0,0884, ./:"" 3.1.3
0.0703 27.4
0.0543 22,8
0.0406 17.7
0.0312 13.7
0.0229

, 0.0139
0.0102 4.5

Toial 177.1

0.0203 6.2
37.8

0.1022 41.4
0.0841 .38.3
0.0681. 32.7.
.0.0507 . 24.8

..0.0333 16.1
0.0214 10.2
0.0109 5.2
Q.0021 1.0

Total- - 213.7

e 0.0046 1.7,
0.0096 4.2
0.0052 '2,5
0.0017 0.8

Total 9.2

TOTAL

.

27 33

See Table 14, -page 18.

"f: corrected, =400 x 138 552
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- 5.04.1 Lighting Design and Eviduation
March, 1978

Basic Data and Grading Form for Existing or Proposed Lighting System
. . ,

.
School disttict Date
District representative Architect
School Erigineer '

'Address
The,evaluation* procedure li based; in part, on the following data:
I. Room dimensions: Width Length -___Height
2. Average refleitancis(in percept):

a. Ceiling b. Right wall ....1.
c. Left wall

d. Front wall e. Rear wall `f. Floor
3. Description of theslightinz system (type, luminaire locations, and so forth): ..

4.

4. Luminaire4a1a:
a. Manufact (Attach photometric data to this form)
b. Catalog number
C. Number and type of lamps per luminaire
d. Brief description of ifininaire

VisaCal Cinfort
1. Provide computed VCP if Base Value I is used:

Provide value from MCP table if Base.Value II is used:.
Provide computed value oft. if Base Value III or Base Value IV is used:

2. Enter in Table I beloti, the applicable base value and the selected or computed values for the appropriate modifiers.
Add all figures in the applicable column to deterinine the RVG. (Be sure to use only one vertical column.)

TABLE I ,

, Base Value,Categories and Modifiers

Modifiers Base-Value I Bise Value II Base Value III Base Value IV--
Modifier I .

Modifier II / I-
Modifier III ,,, A -

Modifier IV f /7 4, 4

Modifier V / / . '4 r J A
'Modifier VI
Modifier VII . ..

'
.

-,

Modifier VIII
_ _°

)

Modifier IX -

Modified total
(RVC)

.
.

NOTE': Hatching indicates that no modification is applicable. (See page 7, "Base Value I".)

3. Explanation of modifier data:

'I

4
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BUREAU OF ,CALIFORNIA
SCHOOL FACILITIES STATE DEPARTMENT
PLANNING OFIDUCATION

" 5.04.1 Lighting Design and Evaluation
March, 1978

Visual Performance . . . ,

1.-Attach or prepare in the space provided below a scale drawhig that shows thi.following:

a. Reflected ceiling plan shoWing luminaire locations . ,

b. Floor plan showing location of grid for ESI computations, including spacing of points and viewing direction

'0

61,

12. Provide computer data for CRF.ESI computation ifany system other than that Outlined in Appendix VI is used. If the
latter is used, fill in Table II.

TABLE!!

Ave-ra- ge. ESI Foo andie Level and Viewing &notion-
1. Average initial ESI footandle level 2. Viewing dittei4n

,

GradeGrades (See page 16, tables 12 and 13.) .

Visual comfort (VCP or RVC) (from Table I)

. Visual performance (ES1)(Froin Table iI)

Actual value

. .

Engineer's sign' ature Date

Architect's signature .\ Date

Planning Representative- ate

. .

Sigthiture of School Facilities

36
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5:04.1 Lighting Design and Evaluation
March, 1978

Basic Data and Grading Form for Existing or Proposed "Lighting System

School district Date MAW. 1_ 911978
District representative ..dolat Adeldr.
School ("AMA. IWiIl -

Architect PlaiWrito4DINNI4
Engineer .vvArr t

Address I gr 4 A sr-vaNnaL art4 -eA
"

Theevaluation procedure is bind; in part, on the followin data:7
. Room dimensions; Width 3be Length Height
2. Average reflectanceskin percent):

a. Ceiling eleTis .b. Right wall _ 50 c. Left wall
d. Front Wall SO% , e. Rear vall 1. Floor 20

3Desqlption of the lighting system (type, luminaire locat d so for A. DIRIrr
;entsgialtiber 4 enk.01141611A. AIZ c,02qa MiliVreto.
.1 .

-4, Luminaire data: -

a:- Manufacturer (Attach photometric data t
Catalog number

c. Nutabei and type of lamps per
d. Brief description of

. 9tAttIO .1496.
Visualtomfort.

I . Provide computed VCP if Glue 1 is used:.
Provide value from VCP table, if Base Value II is used.'

Proyide computed value of L if Base Value III or'Base Value IV used: 74
2. Enter in Table I below, the applicable base value And the selected or computed values for the appropriate modifiers.-:

Add all-figures in the applicable column to determine theRVC. (Be sure to use only one verticalccilumn.)

/Th

TABLE I
Base Value Categories and Modifiers

- Modifiers Base Value I- Base Valueil"--. Base Value III 24: Base Value IV
-Modifier I P" / .

Modifier II , / - It* ' .. ..

Modifier III / 4" A A
Modifier IV
Modifier V

/
t.,

.

/ ,/AMEff
,,, / ,3

Modifier VI 0
Modifier VII

. , ...4,
Modifier VIII :----- --2--- ------ . a

Modifier IX , . 0
Modified total
--(RVC)

4

-70

NOTE: Hatching indicates that no modification-is applicable. (See page 7, "Base Value I".)

3. Explanation Orrrici4Ceidiiii-Liarnlaffinini_N
t4 -A-1-111 st 1'/ N

7ms Z.WINDOV w TOO /76 191 lASe.,. IPM16/ANCE 2. NuMBEFX twee_
5_ movipme x .4.

37
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LANNING

CALIFORNIA
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OF-EDUCATION

Visual Perfenniince .10

I Attach or prepare in the spice provided below a scale drawing that shows t

i ,Reflected oiling plan showirilluminaire locations
b. Floor plan shoiing location of grid for ESI computations, including spacing of points and viewing direction

,S

5.04.1 Lighting Design and Evaluition
March, 1978

1

2. Provide computer data
*Nls used, fill in Table

O

fr

-

I computation if any system other than that outlined in Appendix V,Eis used. if the

TABLE 11

Average Jnitial ESI Footcandle Level and Viewing Direction

1: Avenge initial ESI footcan.dle level 44 2, .Viewing direction 4411-1:--

Grades (See page 16, tables 12 and 13.)

Visual comfort (VCP or Ry9 (from Table 1)

Visual performance (Eli) (From Table II)

P.ogineei's signature .

Architect's signature alf4G
Signature of School Faillitiesamdd-
Planning Representative

.

Actual value Grade

44

-

(
38-

Date_atiiSidai,
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Example Computer Printout
on a-Proposed Lighting System

-CUSTOMER: Sklf110f CAllif0,1110

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: TYpical.Clossroorn Lighting :

LUMINAIRE MANUOACTURER: Commercially Available -x 4 Troffer
. :LUMINAIRE NUMBER: ABC 000

PNOTOMETRIC -1451,-REPORT: SC;,! 175.-
LAMPOSOERINVAIOS7kAii011: F' 40 CW

Lump', itr.4 pATel 3150
LUMINAIRE ORIENTATION: North - South

. Lulu! LOSS FACTOR: .1" Assigned
mool$7184 HilfriT: .6;1 f bot --above wOrkplone

Number of Luminaires Installed-_ 201--
Ave,ragi illumination, Footcandiss

ROOM DIMENSIONS-, REFLECTANCES AND LUMINANCES .

Nortb._Wal I- 30.0- feet Ref 1. isa% -, Lym 2 28.1, Ft. L
East Will - *-' 30.0 feet ROI; .50 VG- Lam = 26.9 Ftfl.
Seta Wall 30.0 fiet Riff: , 50 % 7 Lam= 2c1 Ft. I.

, West Wall .' 30.0 feet ." , Rift. 50 %. Cum a 26.0 Ft. L
Coiling COritY 80 y. he iLuminonc: IS-.1' Ft. L,, ,..,,......:Eloat..Cavity----...-ZO.X:Rett...........,--:..-{Almjnone*-:ffre-F+4,..................,.. ...

.

33.

-'

. ,.
EQUIVALENT SPHERE ILLUMINATION --FOOTCANDLES, INITIAL DISTANCE FROM THEAVEST WALL

5.9 -4.5 0.5 7.5 '6.5 9.5.' 10.5 11.5 13.5 13.5- 14.5

E S I LOOKING NORTH -"
4:
t4

14; DO.* 1.2 53.5 3 4.2' 77:1 63.1 45.9' 57.5 54.7 19.3 59.7 5 2.2
19.50 47.9- 64.9 50.5 03.6- 74.7 53.9 65.4 79.0 "_ 91.7' 92.5 '81.0 4111.1'
12.5_0 85.1- . 71.9 53.9 55.9 01.3 74.7

, 11.80 05:2 911.4c 75.1. 71,.2 TLS 52.4, 92.3 93.0 54.4 711.11.
10.50 44.8 89.4 78.1 78.2 65.0 69.1- 40.4 73. 1 85.7 U.S 7 5.0 . 79,3

5.80,--34`.1 49.4. 69.2 72.3 51.5 411.11 45.8 62.5 70.8 50.4.. 64.9
-,-0;110 --rra-- -4-1:F7 1.6 t;'37.1

7,10 -27.S 44.? 67.5 70.11 53.4 35.4 , 35.3 57.5 '77.9 71.5 66.4' 4145
4.80 36:1 83.1. 7 -5.7 TO.? 82.7 47.5 45.6 4 87.6 55.7 54.4 SCE 51.5
5.80 47.1 6.3.7 79.3_ DILI 73.2 ". 62.7 64.0 77.5 $9.2 09.9 761 67.31'
4.50 05.6 :169.5 03.1 53.9 711.7 72.5 .43:5 52.5 90.9' 91.6 114.2° "76.3
-3.86' '58.7 04,9 711.9,- '9.4 73.3 67,1 "0LE . 75.0 1174.5 55.4 76.4 70.9

87.47- 40.5

I



4tys

EQUIVALENT SPHERE ILLUMINATION - FOOTCANDLES, INITIAL DISTANCE FROM THE WEST WALL

5.11 4.1 5.5

.

14.50 274 9 45:0 61.2

6.5 7.6 9.1 9.1 g. 10.6

ESI .LOOKING SOWN

71.2 53.9 31.7 39.6 57.9

11.8 12.6 13.4 14.6

13.30 27.2
-12 .50 43.1
11 .00 43.7

43.3 65:9
49.0 68.9
54:4 74.1

69.0
- 72.0

77.3

St.7
56.1
87.9

10,50
9 .50
9 .50

53.6
16.6
41.1

67.1
11.4
81.6

79.1
1.8

77.6 .
.7 :so
8..10
5 .50

32.t

23.4

494,
40.9
36.5

70.1.
414
69.1

4 :40 19.1
9 ..110 37.1

42.5 50.5
49.9 66.1

02.6
6.1.11
99.6

71.2
0.6
62.2

6/9
19.0

71.5
71.0
71.3

37..5 48.11
45.4. 48.4 . 62.
54.) 19.3 71.9

69.5
72.1
80.4

70.6 80.4
73.3 12.9
11.7 71.4

15.7
41.2
45.3

44.0
34.6
31.7

.0
35.1
33.6

82.9
614
46.6
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76.1 76.6 57.1 44.5,.
79.1 MG 65:9 41.7
84.5 44.9 75.5 81.0.

94.8 10.4 92.1 .73.5
91.1 92.4 94 74.1
87.6 96 77.0
.71.9 90.5 64.4 47.4
724 72.? Si. 1 511.
86.7 119.1 49.7 *Li
76.1 70.9 54.7 41.2
74.4 74.9 11112.9 8 IA
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3.6 4.5 6.5 6.1 . 7.6 6.5 9.6 10.6 1.1.6 la.s
ESI LOOKING EAST'

14.50 794 43.1 65.7 99.8 ss.0 16.3 91.0 act scs
11130 73.4 ' 76.4 72.5 79.1_ 74.3. 441,1 95.9 82.9 774 72.9
12.10 6/5 91.7 63.0° 49.0 6/7 1111.4 73.9 64.1 57.0 6 0.2
11 .80 17.9 14.3 417 37.4 42.1 96.6 . 66.5 59.7 46.7 31.1

10.60 . 67.5 53.9 43.4 37.1 41.9 56.2 55.1 51.2 45.4 19.5
9.50 62.8 60.4 61:7 46.9 52.4 65.0 72.4 11C7 16.6 44:9
5.60 71.1 71.1 70.3 - 67.7 71.6 79.5 65.1 80.1 74.4 70.1

7.50 71.6 50.1 91.1 52.0 96.9 90.6 91.6 663 86.8 54.6
.604- -1114:4-*5'1s111115:7*-- 95.9 51.1,'':".001.t411:40.,444:2`-"711:11* tor

5.60 61.1 15.9 66.0 63. 1 57.2 74.1 71.4. 71.2 69.5 54.$

4.50 ; 85.5 5/0 . 44.7 40.2 118.0 115;8 61.9 39.0 47.2 41.6
5.110 47.5 43.1 39.6 '29.0 32.4 43.7 52.2 46.7 34,1 29.6

is.s 14.1

.- -

$1.5 91.1

71.7 91.4
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1.50 111.1 41.2 39.6 47.0. 61.7 684 60.9 10.2 48.6 53.5 116.4 71.1
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. HORIZONTAL FOOTCANDLES - DISTANCE FROM THE WEST WALL

3.5 4.5 5.5 61.5 7-.5 8.5 9.5 J0.5 11.5. 12.5, 13.5 14.5
. - i

. .
:

. FOOTCAN D LE 8"
,I 4.50 87.8 91.6 94.5 964 4 ' 96.9 100,3 101.2. *101.8. 102.2 104.7 1041 103.3

1'3 .50 Oa 4 .93.2 96 .1 98.4 100 5 102 1 102.9 "" 103.5 103.11 1042' 104.1 105.1
a .- I: 4.

1 2'.5 O. 9 12 95.O 97.8 100.2 10L4 t04. 1 104.9 163.3 105.5 104 0 1069 107.0

41 1.80 92.4 942 949 101.3 ,103.6 105.4 106.2 1045- t06.6 107.1 107.7 101.3
."* 10.30 9L 1 95.9 98:6. 100.9 103.2 195.0 106.8 106.1 106.2 106.7 107.3 .107.9 "

- 9.50 90.3 94 0 96.7 - 99.1 101.2 102.9 103.7 104.1 1043 1047 - 1059 105.8

'4 - 8.50 87.9 '', 1.6 944 96.T, 947 100.2 101.1 1015 101.8 102.3 102.7 -103.1

T.50 :05.0, 89. 5 9 2.3 ,% *LI 96.4 9T.8 98,6 99.2 99.5 100.0 100.4 10045.
6 5 0 8.7 91.E 3.6 95.9._,LOL,A9iap__..- 97 6 98.2 90.5 90.9 99.3 6
SAO 85.5 89.1 _ a 1. 7 .93:9 9411. 97.3 91.0 98.4', 847 99.1. 99.6 99:9
4.50 96.6 044 91.8 93.0 95.9 97.5 98.2 94 5 98.6* - 99.0 99.6 100.1

' 't . 3.50 05.3 00.5 90.8 92.8 94.0 96.4 97 . 1 97.2 97.3 97.6 - 90.2 98.8 .

- . .,,
THE kAVE:',AGE 1LLIA,11 NATION AT THESE PC1NT8 IS 98.7, - THE LEFT COLUMN
IS DISTANCE FROM THE SOUTH WALL. ,

4
:. n

THE FOLLOWING Eel RATINGS ARE BASED ON THE ACCEPTED tE S RATING
, :SYSTEM FOR THE ABOVE VIEWING DIRECTIONS, AND POINT LOCATIONS: .

ES$, FOOTCANOLES PERCENT WORN STATIONS TOLERANCE LE4EL

54 7 0
s.

99
52 T5 99
47 80 ,99
44 85 99
40 90 99
35

I
95 99 -.

27 99 99

THE LUMINAIRE CENTAS ARE LOCATED AT
WINSOUTH (*pm 3.00 il.00 19.00 .. 21.00
EAST:- WEST OIRECTION 3.00 9.00 15.00. 21.00 27.00

THE NORTH - SOUTH DIRECT ION DISTANCES ARE MEASURED PROM THE. SOUTH
WALL, THE EAST WEST DIRECTION-/DISTANCES ARE MEASURED FROM THE WEST
SV.h.

Ye;

A lilt of firms offering computer services required for this procedure is availtiate for regime) in the offices of the:

California State.D#Partment of Edtkciltion

721 Capitol taw
Sacramento, CA 95814

Bureau of SchtiO1 Facilities Planning

'

41
O.

35

601 West Fifth Street ,

Los Angeles, CA 90017
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Appendix IX
Glossary of 'Teri's, Abbreviations, and Symbols
Candela (id). An international unit of luminous intensity.
Candlepower (cp). A measure of the intensity of emitted

AO in a given. direCtiori.
Centimetse(cm). A mettle unit of length equal to 0.39".
Coefficient of utilization. The ratio of the luminotis flux

(lumens) -from a luminaire received on the work plane to
the lumens emitted by the luminaire's lamps alone. -,

Contrast 'rendition. A measure of the extent to which the
contrast between the dark arid light portiOns of a task is
maintained by the lighting system.

Contrast rendition factorCRF). The ratio of the contrast
of a task under a given lighting system to that :of the

. same task under uniform hemispherical lighting, mea-
sured by means of the visual task photometer.

Es Illumination on the task'with the shield in place.
ESL Equivalent sphere illuminance. The effectiveness of a
- lighting system in rendering contrast; expressed as the

amount of illumination required from a uniform hemi-
spherical lighting system. to prodUce the same visibility
of the task as does the lighting's/stern being investigated.

Et. Average initial illumination level. For measurement it is
the illumination without the shield in place.-

Evr. Total illumination from the veiling reflection (glare)
zone. .

Floor cavity. The space between the work plane and the
floor. 10

Footiandk (fc). A measure of the amount of illumination
on a surface.

Footlenliert (11). A nfeasure of the luminance (brightness)
of a surface.

___Iirtettefiected flux. Light_that .falls -on a surface after-first---
beinireflected one or spore, times from sulaces within
the room. All light on a surrace except thatwhich comes
directly from luminaires.

L Ell-bar.Weighted average luminance of a lum inalie, deter-,
mined under the EAEG (equal area, equal glare) system.

Lumen. A unit of light.
Luminance. The intensity of light emitted or reflected from

a surface- in a given. direction per unit area of the -
= surface. Coinntonly caller`brightness."

~.

Lux..9% unit of illumination equal to the direct illumination
on a surface that is everywhere 1 metre. from a uniform

point source of 1 candle or equal to I lumen per m2..
Metre(m) A mettle unit of length equal to 39.37".
Mliwp. Mounting height above the work plane.
Nadir. A point directly opposite zenith, zero degrees

vertically. .44

P-rcent E. Percent of the total
Reflectance.. The ratio of light reflected from a surface to

that falling on the same surface, usually expressed as a
percent. '.

Room, cavity. The space between the work plane and the
- mounting height of the luminaires.
.RVC itelative visual comfort. Where, for the convenience

of this procedure, modifications are made to true V.CP
ratings or other base values, the result is called RVe.to
distinguish between ,the value established by accepted
procedures and that developed by modification of
computed values.

Specular. A iype of reflectance in which light rays are
reflected in the manner of a mirror, as opposed to a
"diffuse" type, in which light is Scatteredevenly in all
directions.

Task luminance. The average -or overall luminance of a
selected task. For pencil on. paper the standard task
luminance Is computed on the basis of an assumed 70
percent'task reflectance: 7 .

Transntirtance. The ratio of light transmitted ithrough a
panel to that falling on it. iUsually expressed as a
percent.

1CP.-Visual comfort-probability. A rating that indicates the
percent of people who would be comfortable working
under a given lighting installation . .

Veiling refieerions. Reflections from the surface of an
object or task that partially obscure the details, thus
reducing the contrast.

VTE. Visual task evaluator.
11773. Visual task photometer.
WI. Wall one (or W2 )Wall Two, and so forth).
0.iCorrection factor.

7-
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